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Brussels, 31st March 2003

ICRT COMMENTS ON THE COMMISSION’S WORK PROGRAMME ON THE
EVALUATION OF THE TELEVISION WITHOUT FRONTIERS (TVWF) DIRECTIVE

ICRT members1 welcome the initiative of the European Commission to open a debate on the
possible need to adjust the regulatory framework because of the developments in markets and
technologies. From the beginning of the discussion on a possible revision of the TVWF Directive,
ICRT members suggested shaping a regulatory framework that would permit the elimination of
unnecessary regulations within the European audiovisual sector2. The aim should be to create a
liberal and clearly less restrictive regulatory framework for the audiovisual sector to replace the
TVWF Directive.

With a view to the ongoing consultation process, ICRT would like to comment on the themes set
out in the Commission Work programme.

I. General remarks

1. Country-of-origin principle

First and above all, ICRT welcomes the clear commitment of the Commission to maintain and
strengthen the country-of-origin principle as a fundamental cornerstone of the Television Without
Frontiers Directive. The country of origin principle has enabled broadcasting to win a European
dimension. It must therefore be maintained.

2. Scope of application

Horizontal content regulation does not appear to be either necessary or legitimate in view of the
multitude of offerings via the internet and in digitised formats, available at any time, at any place,
on demand, or through interactive communication.  Content, in particular broadcasting content,
must therefore be freed from the straitjacket of regulation developed for a different – historically
changed - media world. Whilst there is much talk of technological neutrality, this principle should
not be abused to extend regulation of broadcast services to services that differ in nature, access
and reception. The mere fact that interactive services may be also received via a TV screen does
not at all change their nature as point-to-point communication available on individual demand.

3. Self-regulation to be strengthened as regulatory instrument

The ICRT welcomes the debate on the linkage of different regulatory instruments such as
regulation by law, co-regulation and self-regulation. We believe, that in a globalised media
environment, it should be the rule that if self-regulation proves to be an effective means to
                                                
1 This position paper is supported by all ICRT members with the exception of Lagardère. A list of members
is attached.
2 Previous position papers on the review of TVWF are available on www.icrt.org
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achieve clearly defined public policy goals, regulation and co-regulation in content matters should
intervene only ex-post (no prior censorship). This is especially valid in the field of protection of
minors where new “self-regulatory” means such as filter systems, technical measures and self-
regulation, etc. can be much more effective than traditional regulatory means. We therefore
recommend strengthening the role of self-regulation by clarifying in Art.3 of the Directive that self-
regulation can be an effective and legitimate means to implement the goals of the Directive.

4. Relationship with other EU initiatives

The TVWF Directive is and should remain the sector specific piece of regulation for the
broadcasting sector. Additional regulation of broadcasting especially advertising issues should
refer to the TVWF Directive as the primary source of regulation.

II. Specific Themes

1. Provisions permitting the promotion and support of production and distribution of
European works

Quotas were designed for an era of scarcity of access to the viewer. They are no longer viable or
justifiable in a global and technologicaly converging environment where plenty of platforms and
access channels to content exist. A more constructive alternative would be the creation of further
support programmes or measures, based on similar principles to the MEDIA programme, and –
where possible – included in the MEDIA PLUS programme. Another possible alternative is tax
incentive models, as mentioned within the Commission's Communication on certain legal aspects
relating to cinematographic and other audiovisual works, adopted on 26 September 2001.
Within the work framework, we would also urge the Commission to bear in mind the legally
binding commitments it has entered into under the WTO and GATS treaties which include the
important area of cultural business activities. Among the major provisions is that which stipulates
that successive rounds every five years should achieve a progressively higher level of
liberalisation. The negotiations should aim at “the reduction or elimination of the adverse effects
on trade in services“ as a means of providing effective market access. The GATS treaty further
stipulates that exemptions to the most favoured nation provisions should in principle not exceed
a 10-year period.

2. Need for modernised advertising rules

The advertising rules in the TVWF Directive are a classic example of how technological progress
can render obsolete legislation that was intended for the television of the 1980s. As technological
convergence progresses, individual communications according to individual consumer choices
complement mass communication. New forms and technologies of TV advertising (split-screen,
virtual sponsorship or interactive advertising) have been developed. The need for and the
practicability of TV advertising restrictions (in particular for those of a quantitative nature)
diminish increasingly. In addition, more and more techniques are developed which allow users to
skip TV advertisements or to completely eliminate them via their personal video recorders. They
could significantly undermine the funding of commercial television stations.

The time thus appears to be ripe for a determined modernisation and deregulation of restrictions
on TV advertising. A more modern regulatory approach to TV advertising (which should already
inspire the application of the existing rules of the TVWF Directive) would have to take the
following points into consideration:



• TV advertising regulation should continue to give priority to a clear, technologically
feasible and viewer-oriented separation between programming and advertising, allowing
viewers to distinguish editorial content from commercial information on their screens.

• The existing rules on TV advertising time and frequency will need more flexibility in view
of the technological developments. In the medium term, such quantitative restrictions will
have to be removed as they do not fit any longer into a world of TV advertising which
increasingly empowers the consumer to decide what he or she watches on television, and
when they watch it.

• Split-screen advertising on television is already today permitted under the existing TVWF
Directive rules, as the appearance of different windows on the screen always ensures a
clear (optical) separation between advertising and programming.

• The TVWF Directive should be open to virtual sponsorship techniques in broadcasting,
even though advertisers, self-regulators and the broadcasters themselves must of course
ensure that the general rules against misleading advertising are diligently observed.
Virtual sponsorship may provide a unique instrument to adapt advertising offerings to the
media and advertising market structures in Europe, which  – as a result of cultural
diversity – are national or even regional in nature, in particular because of the language
differences. Virtual sponsorship would allow the advertising in a football stadium in a
match between a French and a Spanish football team to be orientated to the interests of
the Spanish audience on the one side, and to  those of the French audience on the other
side. Also for the sake of cultural diversity, the advertising rules in the TVWF Directive
should be interpreted and applied in a way that  does not preclude this possibility.

• Interactive TV advertising is not subject to the specific rules of the TVWF Directive and
should not become subject to them. It is the very nature of interactive advertising that it is
only accessible on individual demand of the consumer (e.g. by click on the remote control
or on the computer mouse) and therefore is in no way part of the broadcasting world
(which is received simultaneously by the general public) as covered by the TVWF
Directive. Of course, the general advertising rules (e.g. those against misleading
advertising) apply also to interactive advertising.

• Regarding advertising bans, the principle should apply that it must be lawful to advertise
for any product that can be purchased lawfully. In addition, the legal limitations on
advertising bans following from the European Court of Justice’s ruling of 5 October 2000
must be strictly observed by the EU legislator.

• Last but not least, the European legislator should trust more market forces and self-
regulation. A broadcaster with a sound economic sense will certainly not inundate viewers
with advertising; this would cause the broadcaster to lose both viewers and advertising
income.

2. Protection of minors

Application of current rules:  the Commission’s 4th Report

We would in particular like to welcome the Commission's clarifying thoughts on the application of
article 22a devoted to protection of minors in the television context. Indeed, the mechanism
allowing for the recipient State to take measures against broadcasters from another state which
seriously impair the development of minors cannot be understood as a transfer of jurisdiction or a



reversal of the general country of origin rule. Even if moral considerations are left to Member
States, before any measure is put in place it is a Member State’s responsibility to make sure that 
such a measure will be proportionate and non-discriminatory before applying it  to a non-
established broadcaster.

New Initiatives in view of the revision process

The ICRT members would like to express their strong support for effective mechanisms to
protect minors in the audiovisual field.  We share the distinction drawn up in the Council
Recommendation on Protection of Minors and Human Dignity between questions relating to
illegal content which is offensive and those relating to legal content but liable to harm minors.
We would like to address the latter category.

The development of differently organised communication means has confronted regulators
worldwide with the need for, and development of, new regulatory instruments.  ICRT strongly
advocates for the regulatory acknowledgment of voluntary self-regulation (see also part I. on self-
regulation) and the concept of shared responsibility of all stakeholders (parental controls) as
capable of effectively addressing the protection of minors against harmful content.

We also would like to note that any current or future work on rating systems should be carried on
in consultation with all relevant stakeholders.

3. Access to short extracts of events subject to exclusive rights.
Owners’ exclusive rights to content which may be broadcast under the Television Without
Frontiers Directive must in normal circumstances entitle them freedom to make unrestricted
commercial use of such rights. Nevertheless, Member States may permit limited extracts to be
broadcast in respect of events of high interest to the public. The definition of such short extracts,
including the types of events and their duration, must be such that the commercial interests of
the owners of exclusive rights are not materially damaged.


